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The problem of retention studied here can be regarded (in the case of bounded control
interval) as a variant of the approach problem within the given constraints in the phase
space and the target set given by the hyperplane of the space positions corresponding to
the terminal moment of the process (the retention problem on the innite horizon also ts
the problem stated in the work). The main dierence of the problem from the previously
considered formulation is the possibility of variation of the spaces of system trajectories
and disturbance realizations depending on the initial moment of control. It is shown that
the unsolvability set of the retention problem is the operator convex hull of the empty
set constructed on the base of programmed absorption operator. Under some additional
coherence conditions (on the spaces of system trajectories and disturbance realizations
corresponding to dierent initial moments) the set of successful solvability is constructed
as the limit of the iterative procedure in the space of sets, elements of which are positions
of the game; in this case the structure of resolving quasistrategy is also given.
Keywords: programmed iterations; operator convexity; quasistrategies.
Introduction
In the works [1, 2] of N.N. Krasovskii and A.I. Subbotin a fundamental theorem on
the alternative in nonlinear dierential game has established. The result has directed the
development of the dierential games theory and provided the basis of eective methods
of solving. This theorem determines the split of the game positions into the sum of two
sets, one of which corresponds to a successful solvability of the approach problem by one
player, and the second set  to a successful solvability of the evasion problem by another
player. The players strive to achieve their goals using a positional strategies [13]. An
important generalization of this theorem obtained by A.V. Kryazhimskii [4] in application
to the controlled systems that are not Lipschitz with respect to phase variable.
The problem of retention studied in this work might be regarded as a variant of the
approach problem within the given constraints in the phase space and the target set given
by the hyperplane of the space positions corresponding to the terminal moment of the
process (the retention problem on the innite horizon also t to the problem statement in
the work). This problem, on the one hand, has a lot of applications, and on the other 
plays an important role in solution of the above pursuit-evasion dierential games as the
requirement of holding the trajectory of the controlled system within N.N. Krasovskii's
stable bridge [3,  39].
In theory of dierential games it is natural to use the programming constructions
that dene the solution in so called regular case [2, 3, 5, 6]. In more general cases the idea
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of programmed control can also be implemented in solution as an iterative process. In
this regard, recall the works [713] on the dierential games for traditional controlled
systems (with Lipschitz condition on the phase variable and the sub-linear growth
condition on the dierential equation), which dealt with a decision based on the method of
programmed iterations (MPI). The above-mentioned generalization by A.V. Kryazhimskii
of the alternative theorem was followed by the works on MPI for systems that satisfy
more general conditions similar to those of [4]; see, in particular, [14] and several follow-up
studies of one of the authors. These studies were associated with the game solution in the
class of multivalued quasistrategies (see [810,14,15]).
It was also noted the relation of MPI and methods of the axiomatic theory of convexity
[16], namely: iterative procedure [17] that is dual to MPI, admits a natural interpretation
in terms of prehull operator [16, p.12]. This relation was studied in [17] for the case of
"ordinary" dierential games. Later (see [18, 19], etc.), the MPI scheme was extended to
problems with abstract dynamics, including a direct version of the method (see [2022]).
In this study, the approach [17] is extended to the abstract retention problem: on the
basis of the scheme [18,19] for problem of retention of trajectories in phase constraints it
is constructed both direct and dual iterative procedures in the space of sets, and the latter
is reduced to the construction of operator-convex hull of empty set.
The essential dierence of the paper from [23] is the variability of the spaces of the
system trajectories and the disturbance realizations depending on the initial moment.
Nevertheless, an additional consistency condition required for construction of the resolving
quasistrategy.
It is shown that the unsolvability set of the retention problem is the least element of
the convexity constructed on the base of programmed absorption operator; under some
additional consistency conditions (on the spaces of system trajectories and disturbances
realisations corresponding to the dierent time moments) the result of the direct MPI
procedure is the set of successful solvability of the retention problem in the space of
positions of the game; for the case the structure of resolving quasistrategies is also provided.
The horizon of the control problem is not assumed to be bounded; note in this connection
the works [24,25].
1. General Concepts
Common notation. Hereinafter, we use the set-theoretic symbols (quantiers,
propositional bundles, ?  the empty set); ,  equality by denition; "def" replaces
the phrase "by denition". We accept the axiom of choice. The set consisting of sets is
called family. If Z is the family of subsets (s/s) of the set Z, then we denote by CZ[Z] its
dual family: CZ[Z] , fZ n Z : Z 2 Zg.
By P(T ) (by P0(T )) we denote the family of all (all nonempty) s/s of an arbitrary set
T ; the family P(T ) also called Boolean of the set T . If A and B are non-empty sets, then
BA is def the set of all mappings from the set A to the set B (see [26]). If f 2 BA and
C 2 P0(A), then (f j C) 2 BC is def the contraction of f on the set C: (f j C)(x) , f(x)
8x 2 C. In the case when F 2 P0(BA), we denote (F j C) , f(f j C) : f 2 Fg. If
z is an ordered pair, that is z = (a; b) for some objects a and b, then by pr1(z) and
pr2(z) we denote, respectively, the rst and the second elements of z, that are uniquely
determined by the condition z = (pr1(z);pr2(z)); so, it is clear, that pr1(z) = a and
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pr2(z) = b. Let N , f1; 2; : : :g and N0 , f0g [ N (then N0 = f0; 1; 2; : : :g). For an
arbitrary set E, a sequence (Ai)i2N 2 P(E)N and a set A 2 P(E) we, as usual, dene
((Ai)i2N # A) def, ((A =
T
i2NAi)&(Aj+1  Aj 8j 2 N)).
Elements of topology. If (V; ) is a topological space (TS) and Z 2 P(V ), then
 jZ , fZ \ G : G 2 g is the topology of Z that realizes in the form of TS (Z;  jZ)
is the subspace of (V; ); If (Z; ) and (Z 0;  0) are TS, then  
  0 denotes the standard
product topology of (Z; ) and (Z 0;  0) (see e.g. [27, section 2.3]), the base of which consists
of all rectangles G  G0, G 2  , G0 2  0. If (V; ) is TS and v 2 V , then using N (v) we
refer to the lter of all neighborhoods of v [28, Ch. I].
Spaces with convexity. In the axiomatic theory of convexity the space with convexity
corresponds to the equipment of some non-empty set by the special family of its subsets
(see [16, p. 9]), that on the level of ideas is similar to the equipment by a topology.
An natural example of convexity gives a family of closed sets in TS, that is, the closed
topology in the terminology of P.S. Aleksandrov [29, p. 98]. Of course, the usual convexity,
implemented in linear spaces, "ts" the axiomatic construction of convexity [16].
Important element of the axiomatic theory of convexity are the concepts of convex
hull and prehull. It turned out [17], that MPI in dual form is completely characterized by
prehull in so-called operator convexity (see [16, p. 11]). From this view point one of the
sets in the above alternative partition, corresponding to the approach problem, might be
presented as a convex hull of the empty set. In the paper, the presentation is extended to
the case of abstract retention problem.
We recall (see [16, p. 9]) that for every nonempty sets H an arbitrary family
H 2 P0(P(H)) for which (H 2 H)&(TH2CH 2 H 8C 2 P0(H)) is called the convexity
on H. Using (CONV)[H] denote the set of all convexities on H, that is
(CONV)[H] , fH 2 P0(P(H)) j (H 2 H)&(
\
H2C
H 2 H 8C 2 P0(H))g: (1)
If H 2 (CONV)[H], then for every set S 2 P(H) the nonempty (see (1)) family





H 2 P(H); (2)
that: 1) is contained in H (see (1)); 2) contains S. The set (2) will be called the convex
hull of S. It is clear that (Hhull)[S]   8 2 [H](S).
If Q 2 P0(P(H)) and J 2 P(H)Q, then we may dene the corresponding J-operator
convexity on H:
(Jconv)[H] , fA 2 P(H) j 8B 2 Q (B  A) ) (J(B)  A)g; (3)
according to [16, theorem 1.3] (Jconv)[H] 2 (CONV)[H] (the family Q is the domain of
denition for J and, so, it is well-dened by J).
Following [16, p. 12], we introduce the notion of (convex) prehull, specifying the set
(pHULL)[H] , fg 2 P(H)P(H) j (E  g(E) 8E 2 P(H))&
&(8E 2 P(H) 8E 0 2 P(H) (E  E 0) ) (g(E)  g(E 0)))g; (4)
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the mappings from the set (4) are called prehulls on H.
The denition (3) can be applied for the case when Q = P(H) and J 2 (pHULL)[H].
According to [16, Lemma 1.1] in this case
(Jconv)[H] = fA 2 P(H) j A = J(A)g 8J 2 (pHULL)[H]: (5)
The Abstract Dynamic System. Hereinafter we x a nonempty s/s I of real numbers
R as an analogue of the time interval and a nonempty set X corresponding to the phase
space. Let D , I  X be the set of space positions. If t 2 I, then we dene It ,
f 2 I j  6 tg and It , f 2 I j  > tg. If t 2 I and  2 It, than I()t , I \ It.
For a nonempty set L we determine Boolean P(I  L) of the (nonempty) set I  L
and consequently, LIt 2 P0(P0(I  L)) (we identify mappings from It into L with their
graphs, receiving a nonempty s/s of I  L). Thus, we have a family St2I LIt and its
Boolean. So, dened the family P0([t2ILIt) = P([t2ILIt) n f?g; hence, for arbitrary  2
I the relation P0([t2ILIt) \ P0(LI) = P0(LI) holds. In other words, for the set L the




0(LI). Fix an arbitrary nonempty set Y and choose (nonempty by
construction) sets (Ct)t2I 2 (Pack)[X] and (
t)t2I 2 (Pack)[Y ]. Then for t 2 I we have
the properties Ct 2 P0(XIt), 
t 2 P0(Y It); in particular, Ct  XIt , 
t  Y It . A mapping
from It into X lying in Ct is considered as a trajectory for initial moment t 2 I. The
elements ! 2 
t are considered as realisations of uncertain factors on "interval" It. And
at last, let us dene as the analogue of a dynamical system the mapping (more precisely,






From (6) it follows, of course, that for t 2 I the operator St : X 
t 7! P0(Ct) is dened;
for this operator, in its turn, the cross-section at x 2 X is dened as mapping St(x; ) of
the form ! 7! St(x; !) : 
t 7! P0(Ct). Since for z 2 D pr1(z) 2 I and pr2(z) 2 X, then
S(z; !) , Spr1(z)(pr2(z); !) 2 P0(Ct) is dened for all ! 2 
t. Therefore, if t 2 I, x 2 X
and ! 2 
t, then we have the set
S((t; x); !) 2 P0(Ct): (7)
So, for z 2 D (i.e. z = (t; x), where t 2 I and x 2 X) and ! 2 
t the set S(z; !)
outlines the trajectories of the system (7) corresponding to given initial position z and the
action !, where ! is specic realisation of uncertain factors on the "interval" It. In this
connection, we introduce for t 2 I the set Mt , P(Ct)
t of all multi-functions (m/f) on

t with values in Ct: (!)  Ct for ! 2 
t,  2Mt. Given t 2 I and  2Mt, the m/f 
is said to be non-anticipating, if for all ! 2 
t !0 2 
t and  2 It:
((! j I()t )) = ((!0 j I()t )) ) (((!) j I()t ) = ((!0) j I()t )): (8)
We presume, that the control side uses for the purpose of forming trajectories
nonempty valued m/f from Mt with the property (8). Thus, when (t; x) 2 D the set




P0(S((t; x); !)) j 8! 2 
t 8!0 2 
t 8 2 It
((! j I()t ) = (!0 j I()t )) ) (((!) j I()t ) = ((!0) j I()t ))g (9)
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(of (multivalued) quasistrategies corresponding to the position (t; x)) is considered as the
set of procedures acceptable for the control side. Having a particular control target, we
consider it attainable for a given position (t; x) 2 D, if there exists the quasistrategy
0 2M(t;x), for which the target is achieved on each trajectory from the set [!2
t0(!).
We x the topology  on the set X and postulate that (X; ) is a T2-space. By F
we denote the family of all s/s of X, closed in (X; ). The topology D on the set D
is assumed to be the product of the topologies P(I) (the discrete topology on I) and
 : (D;D) , (D;P(I)
 ). We agree that
Hhti , fx 2 X j (t; x) 2 Hg 8H 2 P(D) 8t 2 I: (10)
In accordance with (10) for all H 2 P(D) we have
H = f(t; x) 2 D j x 2 Hhtig: (11)
Using (10) and the denition of D, it is easy to see that the family F of all s/s of D, that
are closed in (D;D), admits the representation
F = fF 2 P(D) j F hti 2 F 8t 2 Ig (12)
(i.e., F is the family of s/s of D with cross sections closed in (X,)).
For every t 2 I we equip the set XIt by standard topology 
It() of Tikhonov's degree
of TS (X; ), provided that It is used as the index set. On the set Ct we dene the topology
Ct of subspaces of T2-space (X
It ;
It()), i.e. Ct , fCt \G : G 2 
It()g, receiving, as a
result, T2-space (Ct;Ct). In other words, (Ct;Ct) is the set Ct in the topology of point-wise
convergence. Furthermore, for t 2 I we introduce the families Ft and Kt of all s/s of Ct,
that are, respectively, closed and compact in TS (Ct;Ct).
2. The Programmed Absorption Operator
If H 2 P(D), z 2 D and ! 2 
pr1(z), assume that
(! j z;H) , fs 2 S(z; !) j (; s()) 2 H 8 2 Ipr1(z)g: (13)
In view of (11) denition (13) can be rewritten as follows: if t 2 I and x 2 X
(! j (t; x); H) , fs 2 S((t; x); !) j s() 2 Hhi 8 2 Itg: (14)
It is easy to check that for any (t; x) 2 D, ! 2 
t and H 2 P(D) the equality holds
(! j (t; x); H) = (! j (t; x); H \ (It X)): (15)
In terms of (13) we introduce the programmed absorption operator (PAO)
A : P(D) 7! P(D), namely, we assume that 8H 2 P(D)
A(H) , fz 2 H j (! j z;H) 6= ? 8! 2 
pr1(z)g: (16)
We consider (16) as a kind of game operator, which, however, can be associated with
the system of non-game mappings: if t 2 I, ! 2 
t, the operator A![t] : P(D) 7! P(X) is
determined by the condition
A![t](H) , fx 2 Hhti j (! j (t; x); H) 6= ?g 8H 2 P(D): (17)
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The relations between PAO and the family A![t], t 2 I, ! 2 
t, dened in (17), is given
by the following easily veriable statements.
Proposition 1. If t 2 I and H 2 P(D), then A(H)hti = T!2
t A![t](H).
Corollary 1. If H 2 P(D), then A(H) = f(t; x) 2 D j x 2 T!2
t A![t](H)g.
We introduce iterations (Ak)k2N0 : N0 7! P(D)P(D) of the operator A in an ordinary
way
(A0(H) , H 8H 2 P(D))&(Ak+1 , A Ak 8k 2 N): (18)
Now dene the limit operator
1





Ak(H) 8H 2 P(D): (19)
Proposition 2. If F 2 P(D) and H 2 P(F ), then (H = A(H)) ) (H 
1
A(F )).
Conditions 1, 2 and 3 will be used in the following, however, every time the use of this
or that condition will be specially pointed out.
Condition 1. [Closedness of value] If t 2 I, x 2 X and ! 2 
t, then S((t; x); !) 2 Ft.
Condition 2. [Closedness of graph] If t 2 I and ! 2 
t, then
f(x; h) 2 X Ct j h 2 S((t; x); !)g 2 CXCt [ 
 Ct]:
Condition 3. [Precompactness of values] If t 2 I, x 2 X and ! 2 
t, then 9H 2 N (x)
9K 2 Kt: S((t; y); !)  K 8y 2 H.
Note that condition 1 is the consequence of condition 2.
Proposition 3. Let conditions 2 and 3 are fullled. Then A![t](F ) 2 F for all t 2 I,
! 2 
t and F 2 F.
Propositions 1, 3 with (12) implies following corollary.
Corollary 2. Let conditions 2 and 3 are fullled. Then A(F ) 2 F, Ak(F ) 2 F and
1
A(F ) 2 F for all F 2 F, k 2 N0.
Proposition 4. Let conditions 1 and 3 are fullled. Then for an arbitrary (Ni)i2N 2 FN





The proof of the proposition begins with verifying the sequential continuity of the
operator A![t]: ((Fi)i2N # F ) ) ((A![t](Fi))i2N # A![t](F ) for all t 2 I and ! 2 
t).
Then, taking into account propositions 2, we get the sequential continuity of the operator
A: ((Fi)i2N # F ) ) ((A(Fi))i2N # A(F )). This property ensures, sequential continuity of
the operators Ak, k 2 N and, consequently, their limit  operator
1
A.
The corollary 2 and proposition 4 provide the main property of the operator
1
A.
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As a consequence, under conditions 2, 3, F 2 F and H 2 P(F ) the inclusion holds
(
1





3. Connection with the Operator Convexity
Everywhere further we x a set N 2 P(D) (in the context of retaining problem the set
N is used as a phase restriction). We consider the operator A : P(N) 7! P(N) dened as
follows
A(H) , N nA(N nH) 8H 2 P(N): (20)
In connection with (20) consider the family
(Aconv)[N] , fH 2 P(N) j 8B 2 P(N) (B  H) ) (A(B)  H)g;
that provide (see (3)) the corresponding operator convexity: (Aconv)[N] 2 (CONV)[N].
Proposition 6. The operator A is prehull: A 2 (pHULL)[N].
The proof follows from (20) and evident properties of the operator A; see also (4).
From propositions 6 in virtue of [16, Lemma 1.1] (see (5)) it follows that
(Aconv)[N] = fH 2 P(N) j A(H) = H)g. We dene the convex hull in the convexity




H 2 (Aconv)[N]: (21)
The next assertions are consistent with [17] in the case of positional dierential games.
In this regard, recall that
1
A(N) 2 P(N) (see (18), (19)).
In the rest of this section and in the next one we assume that N 2 F.
The proposition 5 and denition (20) implies
Proposition 7. Let conditions 2 and 3 are fullled. Then N n
1
A(N) 2 (Aconv)[N].
Note that (21) is dened also for S = ?. From propositions 7 it follows that (see (2))
((Aconv)[N]hull)[?]  N n
1
A(N). Taking into account the proposals 2 and 7 veried
Theorem 1. If conditions 2 and 3 hold, then ((Aconv)[N]hull)[?] = N n
1
A(N).
Corollary 3. If conditions 2 and 3 are true, then N n
1
A(N) is the least element of convexity
(Aconv)[N]. In particular,
(H 2 P(N n
1
A(N))) ) (((Aconv)[N]hull)[H] = N n
1
A(N)):
4. Coherence of the Spaces Packages and the Solvability
in Quasistrategies
Recall that in the above there were no suppositions on any consistency of the sets Ct1 ,
Ct2 for arbitrary t1 2 I, t2 2 I, t1 6= t2. The same is true for the sets 
t, t 2 I. In this
paragraph we assume that for any t 2 I, t0 2 It
Ct0 = f(h j It0) : h 2 Ctg; 
t0 = f(! j It0) : ! 2 
tg: (22)
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Some kind of the semi-group property will be used; in this regard, note that due to
(22) for t 2 I, ! 2 
t, t0 2 It and x0 2 X the set S((t0; x0); (! j It0)) 2 P0(Ct0) is well
dened.
Condition 4. [Semi-group property] (h j It0) 2 S((t0; h(t0)); (! j It0)) for all (t; x) 2 D,
! 2 
t, h 2 S((t; x); !), and t0 2 It.
Proposition 8. If condition 4 holds, then for any t 2 I, ! 2 
t and H 2 P(D) the
equality A! [t](H) = A! [t](f(t; x) 2 It X j x 2 A(!jIt)[t](H)g) is fullled.
Proposition 9. Let condition 4 is true. Then for any N 2 P(D) and F 2 P(N)
(F = A(F )) , (9H 2 P(N) : F hti = A![t](H) 8t 2 I 8! 2 
t):
Consider the retaining problem in the class of multivalued quasistrategy, keeping
in mind the constructions [18]. Hereinafter, for arbitrary t 2 I, t0 2 It, h 2 Ct and
h0 2 Ct0 the map hh0 : It 7! X (splice of h and h0) is dened by ((hh0)() , h()
8 2 I(t0)t )&((hh0)() , h0() 8 2 It0 n ft0g).
Condition 5. [Admissibility of movements splice] For (t; x) 2 D, t0 2 It and !; !0 2 
t:
((! j I(t0)t )=(!0 j I(t
0)
t )))(hh0 2 S((t; x); !0) 8h 2 S((t; x); !) 8h0 2 S((t0; h(t0)); (!0 j It0))):
Note that the next statement doesn't use dened below condition 6 of disturbances
splice admissibility. This expands the statement range of use including, in particular,
practically important case of "continuous" disturbances.
Proposition 10. If conditions 2, 3 and 5 are true, then ( j z;
1
A(N)) 2Mz 8z 2
1
A(N).
The proof of the statement is based on propositions 5.





A(N) 8! 2 
pr1(z) 8s 2 (! j z;
1
A(N)) 8t 2 Ipr1(z): (23)
From (18), (19) and (23) it follows that (t; s(t)) 2 N for all z 2
1
A(N), ! 2 
pr1(z),
s 2 (! j z;
1
A(N)) and t 2 Ipr1(z). Thus, for z 2
1
A(N) we have got the explicit form of
quasistrategy, resolving the problem of movements retaining in the set N.
For arbitrary t 2 I, t0 2 It, ! 2 
t and !0 2 
t0 the map !  !0 : It 7! Y (splice of !
and !0) is dened by ((!  !0)() , !() 8 2 I(t0)t )&((!  !0)() , !0() 8 2 It0 n ft0g).
Condition 6. [Admissibility of disturbance splice] ! !0 2 
t for all t 2 I, t0 2 It, ! 2 
t
and !0 2 
t.
The proof of the next theorem is similar to that in [18,23].
Theorem 2. Let conditions 2  6 are fullled. Then the equality holds:
1
A(N) = fz 2 N j 9 2Mz : (t; s(t)) 2 N 8t 2 Ipr1(z) 8! 2 
pr1(z) 8s 2 (!)g:
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ÝËÅÌÅÍÒÛ ÎÏÅÐÀÒÎÐÍÎÉ ÂÛÏÓÊËÎÑÒÈ
Â ÊÎÍÑÒÐÓÊÖÈßÕ ÌÅÒÎÄÀ ÏÐÎÃÐÀÌÌÍÛÕ
ÈÒÅÐÀÖÈÉ
Ä.À. Ñåðêîâ, À.Ã. ×åíöîâ
Ðàññìàòðèâàåìàÿ èãðîâàÿ çàäà÷à óäåðæàíèÿ (â ñëó÷àå îãðàíè÷åííîãî ïðîìåæóò-
êà óïðàâëåíèÿ) ÿâëÿåòñÿ ÷àñòíûì ñëó÷àåì çàäà÷è ñáëèæåíèÿ ïðè íàëè÷èè ôàçîâûõ
îãðàíè÷åíèé ñ ãèïåðïëîñêîñòüþ îòâå÷àþùåé òåðìèíàëüíîìó ìîìåíòó âðåìåíè (âìåñòå
ñ òåì, çàäà÷à óäåðæàíèÿ ñ áåñêîíå÷íûì ãîðèçîíòîì òàêæå âêëàäûâàåòñÿ ïðåäëàãàåìóþ
ïîñòàíîâêó). Îñíîâíûì îòëè÷èåì îò ðàíåå ðàññìîòðåííûõ ïîñòàíîâîê çàäà÷è ÿâëÿåò-
ñÿ âîçìîæíîñòü âàðèàöèè ïðîñòðàíñòâà òðàåêòîðèé ñèñòåìû è ïðîñòðàíñòâà ðåàëè-
çàöèé íåîïðåäåëåííûõ ôàêòîðîâ â çàâèñèìîñòè îò íà÷àëüíîãî ìîìåíòà óïðàâëåíèÿ.
Ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî ìíîæåñòâî íà÷àëüíûõ ïîçèöèé, äëÿ êîòîðûõ çàäà÷à íå ðàçðåøèìà åñòü
îïåðàòîðíîâûïóêëàÿ îáîëî÷êà ïóñòîãî ìíîæåñòâà, ïîñòðîåííàÿ íà îñíîâå îïðåðàòî-
ðà ïðîãðàììíîãî ïîãëîùåíèÿ. Ïðè äîïîëíèòåëüíûõ óñëîâèÿõ ñîãëàñîâàííîñòè (ïðî-
ñòðàíñòâ òðàåêòîðèé ñèñòåìû è ðåàëèçàöèé ïîìåõè â ðàçëè÷íûå ìîìåíòû âðåìåíè)
ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî ìíîæåñòâî óñïåøíîé ðàçðåøèìîñòè çàäà÷è óäåðæàíèÿ îïðåäåëÿåòñÿ â
âèäå ïðåäåëà èòåðàöèîííîé ïðîöåäóðû íà ïðîñòðàíñòâå ìíîæåñòâ, ýëåìåíòàìè êîòî-
ðûõ ÿâëÿþòñÿ ïîçèöèè èãðû, à òàêæå óñòàíîâëåíà ñòðóêòóðà ðàçðåøàþùèõ êâàçèñòðà-
òåãèé.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ïðîãðàììíûå èòåðàöèè; îïåðàòîðíàÿ âûïóêëîñòü; êâàçèñòðà-
òåãèè.
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